Transitions® Signature® lenses style colors feature
four new vibrant fashion colors – sapphire, amethyst,
amber and emerald – and complement the existing
iconic colors – gray, brown and graphite green – for
seven total Transitions Signature lens colors.
The new style colors are an extension of the
Transitions Signature lens portfolio and offer the
same world class features and benefits of Chromea
7™ technology: optimal comfort, protection and
indoor clarity.
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Transitions Signature lenses in amethyst –
unactivated and fully activated

AVAILABILITY
Available in back side designs
including: Single Vision, Eyezen+,
Essilor SV 360, Ideal, Varilux Physio
and Comfort DRx and Essilor Digital
PALs in Plastic, Poly, and 1.67

RETAIL PRICE
As part of the Transitions
Signature portfolio, the
recommended retail price*
will remain the same

*Please note that this is a recommendation only and ECPs are completely free to set their own retail pricing.

TECHNOLOGY
All 7 colors available only in
Transitions Signature VII, designed
with Chromea 7 technology that
makes it more responsive even to
indirect light and in hotter climates.

The new Transitions® XTRActive® style mirrors feature six
customizable mirror finishes, and provide intelligent visual
comfort and hassle-free protection from UV and harmful blue
light, thanks to the advanced Transitions XTRActive technology.
Indoors the mirror fades to a light reflection with a hint of color.
Available in green, silver shadow, blue, gold, red or pink, the
Transitions XTRActive style mirrors are a compelling second pair
offering for clear and existing Transitions lens wearers.
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Transitions XTRActive lenses in gray with blue
mirror finish – unactivated and fully activated
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The green, silver shadow and blue mirrors pair well with gray lenses.
The gold, red and pink mirrors pair well with brown lenses.

AVAILABILITY
Available in Transitions XTRActive
Gray and Brown lenses in Single
Vision, Eyezen+, Essilor SV 360, Ideal,
Varilux Physio and Comfort DRx and
Essilor Digital PALs in Poly, and 1.67

RETAIL PRICE
The recommended retail
price* is the same for all
flash mirror colors

*Please note that this is a recommendation only and ECPs are completely free to set their own retail pricing.

TECHNOLOGY
All XTRActive lenses have Broad
Spectrum Dye technology for extra
darkness and activation in the car

